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About This Game

The game "Good boy" is an arcade game. Your character is the dog "good boy". The objective of the game is to get to the owner
what she has lost.

A good boy will face complex obstacles: garbage cans, fire hydrants, lasers, smart missiles and much more.

Features:

- 3 difficult levels that need to go through a certain time with a limited amount of money on lives
- 3 bosses - leaders of world nuclear powers

- 5 lives and a timer
-Incredibly simple interface

-Many humor

Good luck!
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This game is actually enjoyable once you learn to play it.

And hear me out on that because you do have to learn to play it, alot of negative reviews here mention misplays from
unforgiving controls or inability to change controls but maybe those people should stick to the training/bench until they are
ready to step up. ;)

But seriously, when a game is so intricate that I can set my back line depth, defence spacing, automatic ruck commitment and
kicker placement depth (just to name a few) on the fly mid match in my pro games as I control my own character you have to
understand there will be a learning curve.

I'm a big rugby fan and get a kick (slight pun intended) out of getting to play with my favourite teams and players (up the
Waratahs and the mighty Hooper!).

The ability to play your own career aspect is a nice touch that allows you to focus on and develop one character's skillset (your
own self-made one or an existing player) and progress through many different competitions, hunting contracts and perhaps even
work your way up to representing your country. I started out getting dropped from my starting team in the NRC and eventually
worked up to playing for the Wallabies which was fun, especially when I was picked up by the Crusaders and took the
Captaincy from Ritchie McCaw.....ead Ritchie.

I'll be fair I have noticed a few issues with AI control and silly gameplay bugs (going blind with a .5m gap? GENIUS) which is
understandable given rugby is a very dynamic game with alot of moving parts and these issues could be ironed out in the future.
At the end of the day the game is still very playable and enjoyable, give it some time before you post a negative review with .50
hours of gameplay.

Anyone disagree? Take me on in game! ;). There is noone in the servers , but its a good concept
. I thoroughly enjoyed playing through this game. The puzzles are simple and relaxing, but can become more challenging when
playing against the clock. The art style is beautiful and very pleasing to the eye. Suitable for adults and kids alike.. Why do
people hate this game? It's a fan made mod, it does its job of entertaining you for about half an hour, and probably one of the
better made mods of seen since it doesnt rely on a complete ghost town of a multiplayer mode. Give it the try, you will enjoy it
if you remember you're playing a mod and not a fully fledged game from Valve.. The game actually surprised me. Usually i
wouldn´t touch this kind of game at all, but i got a free review copy of it, so i checked it out and tried to give it a chance.
Neither the graphic style nor the general gameplay loop is appealing to me, so i would have never picked it up otherwise. I tried
to ignore all that and just went into it without much expectations and i have to say, it surprised me in a positive way and I ended
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up playing it for a couple hours and that in itself is already impressive.

You can tell there is still a lot of work to be done for a finished product, but it was already enjoyable. Had a few issues getting
the Twitchstream commands to work and hopped into the Devs Discord. They helped me fairly quickly so that is another plus in
my book.

As i said earlier, i am not a huge fan of cartoon graphics, but the animations and assets look solid to me and nothing really
stands out.
The sounddesign really stood out to me. I genuinely like all the cute sounds the monsters make, even when they get thrown at
you. Made me giggle a couple times.

Personally i find the Gameplay to be too hard, but that is mainly due to me beeing horrible at these kind of games. I still had a
fun time exploring the different characters. It just wouldn´t be fair to give the game a bad review, because i am about as
dexterous as a toaster.
It is still early access, so i guess all of this can still change. I will definately check it out again later.

The general gameplay loop still needs some polish and the occasional balance change has to be made.
At this point in time i´d say "wait for a sale" unless you are truely into this. In a few months this should be a overall fun game.. A
Yuzusoft title!. I don't like leaving negative reviews - especially for indie devs. I wish them the best, but this game doesn't feel at
all worth the price.

There were no puzzles in this game that took more than a glance to solve. However, the controls and bizarre design decisions
give this game an artificial difficulty that's a pain to play.
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This is a rouelike. Sometimes called a 'true' rougelike or a traditional rougelike. Anyone who has been playing the genera long
enough will know that thanks to the word Yendor in the title.

If you enjoy classic rougelikes, the older ones. Nethack, ADOM, Angband and so on, this is definitely something to look into.
The sheer amount of terrain and terrain interactions with your spells is worth it. Often turning even simple encounters into odd
yet engaging environmental puzzles.

If you're not into traditional rougelikes? Check it out anyways. It has a fairly good tutorial (that you are supposed to die in) and
it's a touch' stripped down' from some other traditional rougelikes. It's a top down fantasy turn based adventure where you
control a single character. Death is permanent and you have to start over each time you die. Which sounds frustrating but... well,
it is. That does not mean it isn't fun.

While Curse of Yendor does pretty much all the classic rouge like stuff, it does it with style. A solid persistent story with a
villain that you begin to feel a relationship with. Turn based single character control combat. Spells. Equipment. Risk vs reward
gameplay, lots of weird fantasy monsters all with different weaknesses and strengths.

Of course, you'll die, a lot. That's kind of the rougelike thing. However, it's at least in my experience, YASD way more than
anything else. As in, Yet Another Stupid Death. Where when I die I look back ten rounds of the game and see, oh, no, I died
because I decided to try on this heavy armor in an unsafe area.

If you're an old hat at rougelikes this one is a solid continuation of form that has perfected environmental interactions with an
interesting and detailed weakness and strength chart for weapons and magic. If you're new to rougelikes, this is not a bad one to
put your money on and see what the fuss is about.

Dying and having to start over from scratch isn't for everyone, but the knuckle dragging intense experience that can come from
it is often worth the trade off and this is one of those games that will give you that kind of experience. Just be sure you know
what you're getting into.
. Game is full of mistakes and there is no help. The How to guide is such poor english its not understandable at all. Art is good,
other than that.... poor gameplay. Extremely short, extremely easy. Found it too simple to enjoy. Would not recommend.. The
gameplay feels poor, the level design is not good and the stealth mechanics do not pay off well.

I could not play this long enough to see if the upgrades could make it a fun game.. I was gifted this game. Thank you :) If you
have played the board game "Scattergories" then you will like this game! This is such a fun game where you have five
categories, the game will give you a letter and you have to use that letter to come up with a word that you would find in that
category! This game is very addicting!. You buy this game, u literally buy something that has no work into it. >:(. VR Review:
I'm going to spend a lot of hours playing this in VR, my Battle of Midway unfolding below me as I walk around like Godzilla
getting my fleet ready to sink the enemy. Awesome game in VR, probably average on a monitor but in VR it makes the whole
setting just so much better.

Can't wait till we have some real land battle strategy games like this, all those years moving plastic soldiers about below me is
starting to pay off.

Got in a bundle and well worth it.. The art and music are amazing but the story is a bit short. I played it for Luka and wasn't
disappointed. I love that boy!

EMERGENCY MAINTENANCE ALERT:
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MCVS will be down for maintenance. Players will not be able to access their games during this time. We hope to get the game
back up and running as soon as possible and will update our social channels with news. Thank you for your patience and
understanding!. Update 1.9.5 (Hotfix) is out!:

A new hotfix update for Modern Combat Versus is now live!

In this update:

• Readjusted Master League resets so that it matches the revamped Road to Glory (was previously resetting players to below
Master League

• Added warning text in the group play screen that empty slots will be filled with bots

• Text descriptions for currency hint popups now match current currency acquisition methods

• Fixed issue where if a player disconnects during tutorial, Kan can not be unlocked

This update also includes other small backend fixes to improve the overall player experience
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*Please note that everything listed in these patch notes are subject to change at any time. Please refer to your live game and in-game
announcements for the latest game statuses.

. Vote for your favorite MVCS fan art!:

Vote for your favorite #MCVS Fan Art! We're down to the final 10. The top 3 winners will each win 10,000 Diamonds!

Thanks to everyone who submitted their fan art! Now it's the community's turn to decide who should win. Vote now: 
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/MCVSart. ALERT: Crashes happening on Steam accounts for MCVS:

Hi everyone,
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We are aware that there's currently an issue with some player profiles that causes the game to crash. For players who may have
logged in on Friday, October 5th, 2018 from 16:00GMT to 24:00GMT, they may find that they cannot properly enter the game
anymore. No further players will be affected as we have isolated the issue. Those who did not log in during that time will not get
the associated crash issues.

Affected players, please stay tuned for a fix to come soon—we're working hard on it! Sorry for the inconvenience!. Update 1.7
is now out!:

Hello everyone!

We're excited to share a new update is now out for MCVS!

In this update:
- NEW game mode: Warzone! Capture and control 3 zones to secure victory for your team.
- NEW agent: Cub! This attacker causes a boom on the battlefield with his rocket launcher ability.
- League revamp: Road to Glory! Gain trophies to progress through 100 sub-leagues and earn a variety of rewards.
- NEW skins: Fan-favorite agents are getting new designs, including a new golden skin.
- Minor gameplay balancing changes to Tower, Hashtag, Juke, and other agents.
- Several bug fixes and improvements.

For full patch notes, please go here:
https://www.facebook.com/notes/modern-combat/mcvs-producers-letter-1/1583351298458076/. Hotfix for FPS & CPU
issues on PC!:
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A new update is now out as a hotfix targeting the FPS and CPU issues players were reporting.

We've also added fixes for:
- Steam Achievements
- AZERTY keyboards

Thanks for your patience and we wish you the best of luck on the battlefield!. FIXED: Crashes happening on Steam
accounts for MCVS:

Hey community!

A hotfix is now available for all players to remedy the issue of the game crashing on Steam.

Please make sure you've updated your game to the latest hotfix version in order to apply this fix.

Feel free to reach out to us via Customer Care or in the Discussions section here should you have any other feedback to share!. 
7-DAY LOG IN EVENT DELAYED!:
Hey everyone!

Apologies for this, but the 7-day log in event will be postponed for now. Players will see the event in the "Event" section of their
game when it does go live.
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We currently foresee it to happen some time next week but stay tuned should we have any other news!
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